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Neighborhood Planning Assembly 

Minutes – Full Notes 
 

Date of Assembly: 1/18/2018         
Start Time: (Commence): 7:00 PM 
Finish Time: (Adjourn): 9:00PM 
Location: DPW Building, Pine St.     
Notetaker: Nate Orshan             

 

Steering Committee Members in Attendance: 

Alec Bauer 
Joanna Grossman 
Bill Keogh 
Elisa Nelson 
Nate Orshan 
Ben Traverse 
 

 
 

(1) Open Forum 

 
Summary: 

Andy Simon offered forms and encouraged people to register to 
vote and get others to do the same. Counselor Chip Mason 

provided an update re the recently-purchased Blodgett Building on 
Lakeside Ave. Ward Clerk Elisa Nelson encouraged additional 
volunteers for Town Meeting Day, Tuesday, March 6, 2018. Three 

candidates for office announced or offered reminders of their 
candidacy: Nicole Twohig and Mike Fisher, competing against 
incumbent Susanmarie Harrington for School Board in Ward 5; 
and Jesse Warren, competing against incumbent Chip Mason for 

City Council in Ward 5. 

 
Andy Simon: I want to remind people that, in the last mayoral election, 75% of 
eligible voters didn’t show up. You probably know people who haven’t voted. I 
brought registration forms, absentee ballot forms, and change-of-address forms. The 
registration forms are a little opaque, but I can give a tutorial. Also, online voter 
registration’s possible. Also, you can early vote. 
 
Chip Mason, City Councilor for Ward 5: I just came from the Lakeside meeting with 
Russ Scully unveiling plans for Blodgett Building. He’s launched Burlington Surf Club 
to do water sports. Blodgett’s not leaving till 2019, so he has pretty good ideas re 
improving access down Lakeside. It might make sense to get him in to this NPA 
sooner than later. 
 
I also received the Democratic nomination. 
 
Jesse Warren: I’m running for City Council for Ward 5.  
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Nicole Twohig: I’m running for School Board for Ward 5. I’ve worked at the UVM 
medical school in research, also working in marketing communications for 10 years. 
I’ve been working in school and campus safety, Title IX, for the past few years, so I 
have much experience working with federal and state government.  
 
I’m looking to push the envelope and make the case to bring together the whole 
community, pull in more stakeholders. Part of selling Burlington is selling a strong 
school district, so we have to make the case for supporting a strong budget. We also 
need fiscal responsibility and transparency from the Board. See 
http://www.nicoletwohig.com/. 
 
Elisa Nelson: I’m also Ward Clerk for Ward 5. We have a great team of people, but 
we’re always looking for new faces. Talk to me if you’re interested! 
 
Mike Fisher: I’m also running for School Board. I got involved as a leader of the 
Champlain School Parent-Teacher Organization (PTO). I decided I have a duty to 
step up. The board’s done a good job, but we need to: 
 

 Treat teachers as partners, not adversaries 
 Treat parents 
 Provide more oversight of district, not get all information from one source, 

i.e., the Superintendent 
 
I want to listen to all the stakeholders and to the data. I’ll question what I’m being 
told, and I’ll advocate. I’m on Facebook 
(https://www.facebook.com/mike4btvschools/). 
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(2) Burlington School District Update 

- Yao Obeng, Superintendent 

 
Summary: 

Presented key slides from a longer Budget Development 

presentation. In spite of saving $150,000 via central office 
reductions, the School District is anticipating a 7.81% to 9.72% 
tax increase, depending on whether we allocate a surplus toward 
it. Burlington residents are advised to advocate strongly at the 

state level to address the state formulations that have an outsized 
impact on our unique district. 

 
 

 
Superintendent Yao Obeng 
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Slide: Input Process 

 

 
Slide: Consultation Themes 

 

 
Slide: Budget Requests (~$6 million) 
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Slide: Other Budget Pressures (1 of 2) 

 

 
Slide: Other Budget Pressures (2 of 2) 

 

 
Slide: Example of State Formula that Hurts BSD 
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Slide: Strategic Budget Goals 

 

 
Slide: Prior Year Central Office Reductions 

 

 
Slide: Priority Spending Areas 
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Slide: Tax Variables 

 

 
Slide: Baseline Budget with Surplus 

 
Superintendent Obeng: I’m going to power through some slides that are usually part 
of a 90-minute presentation. 
 
Re Budget Development Update: We’ve had good feedback re what should be 
embedded into the budget. This year we had specific outreach to Special Education 
and English as Second Language (ESL) parents. 
 
Everyone wants more or less the same things in the consultation themes. 
 
Re Budget Requests: People share a lot of ideas. We’re not going to be able to add 
$6 Million in investments. 
 
Re Budget Pressures: There are seven other groups at the same time as the 
teachers’ groups that are needing negotiation. There’s a $50 Million deficit. There’s a 
need to help kids with mental health & trauma-induced issues. 
 
Our BSD average wage is $9.484 lower than the average state wage, so the grants 
fail to cover that. 
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Re Strategic Budget Goals: The funding structure in Vermont is not a multi-year 
approach, which is an issue for our multi-year strategic planning. 
 
We apply an equity lens to resource allocation. 
 
Re Prior Year Central Office Reductions: We were able to save $150,000 for FY18. 
 
Re Priority Spending Areas: The State Education Secretary’s student/teacher ratio 
sometimes included office assistants and custodians as “teachers”. Our teacher ratio 
is more like 11-15 students/teacher. 
 
Re Common Level of Appraisal (CLA): There’s legislation that, once it hits 80%, the 
city has to take special action. South Burlington’s school district is 95%; Winooski is 
93%. So the 70.42% has a huge tax impact to us. 
 
Re Baseline Budget with Surplus: We shaved down the tax impact (i.e., the raise in 
school taxes) from a 9.72% increase to a 7.81% increase via using a surplus. If we 
did nothing at all, our tax impact would be 7.17%. So we’re in a really poor situation. 
 
The board’s been working hard, and we do legislative advocacy, but change is slow.  
 
Go to our site (http://www.bsdvt.org/district/budget/) to see the latest information. 
Monday, January 22, the School Board’s meeting, and we need to have an approval 
by Tuesday to send to the City. 
 
The sad thing is that the current timeline leads to tax changes in June, i.e., the tax 
change will be different from what people voted on. 
 
Q: I think you’re doing a good job. A few years ago we were doing 10% increases 
every year. Act 60 & 68 tried to equalize taxes across the state. You can’t just blame 
it. It has this impact every year because we’ve opened the checkbook to all the 
districts. As a result, we’re leading the nation in the cost of education per pupil. Let’s 
support the district and support the budget, but understand that somebody gets 
screwed every year under this formula. We can’t keep young people in this state if 
we don’t support college. Vermont’s going to suffer if we don’t start supporting 
higher education. 
 
Nicole Twohig: From what I’ve heard re the state level, we’ll probably still have the 
same issue next year. True? 
Obeng: Yes, but the legislators are looking at changes. There seems to be a domino 
effect.  
Nicole: Formula funding for Act 60 for Burlington and Winooski. Our demographic is 
at 65% white/Caucasian; the average for Vermont is more like 90%. We’re almost in 
the “low to mid” in how we weight these kids. 
Obeng: You’re right.  
 
Chip Mason: We hear, “We need a legislative Fix”, but Senator Michael Sirotkin said, 
“The rest of the state doesn’t want to help Burlington.”  
Obeng: How to help? We had a legislative meeting recently, and we have a 
legislative liaison on the board. One strategy is to galvanize our community; we need 
to provide YOU with the right information. One thing that brought me to Burlington 
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was the level of engagement and the opportunity to elevate the district to the same 
level. 
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(3) City Market South End Update 

- John Tashiro, General Manager, with Allison Hope, Director of Community 

Engagement 

 
Summary: 

Shared updates re store performance, the status of an upcoming 
traffic study, the need for customers to use the parking lot if 
possible instead of Briggs St, plans for store beautification, and 
issues re extending the bus line down Flynn Ave and re paving 

Briggs St. 

 
 

 
John Tashiro 

 
John: When we opened on November 16, 2017, we anticipated a soft opening. Grand 
opening to come in spring. 
 
Some questions re how’s the store’s performance: It’s doing well and outperforming 
our forecasts! We’d thought the sales “migration” from downtown would be gradual, 
but it was actually instantaneous.  
 
Some of you may have noticed we were a bit understaffed. It was challenging, but 
we’ve made a lot of progress, and now we’re close to being up to full strength.  
 
A post-opening traffic study starts in February. We delayed it to get a sense of 
what’s more “normal”.  
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We received some comments re how Brigg St’s looking crowded. Our staff isn’t 
parking there, but we do have a number of customers who park there. We continue 
to try to monitor that. Our parking lot can fit 115 cars and hasn’t been full yet! 
 
Re the southern part of the parcel: The Request for Proposal (RFP) process is still 
ongoing. We’ve vetted applicants through pretty comprehensive criteria. We feel 
we’re close to making an announcement. 
 
Matt Butterly is the new store manager, heading up the operations.  
 
We’re still doing a member loan program, targeting end-of-January to see how close 
we can get to raising $1.5 Million. We still have a ways to go. That’s something we’ll 
continue to see how close we can get to. 
 
Alison: We have a community space. It has a nice computer screen, and now there’s 
an on-line form to request it. Community Teaching Kitchen is now in, too! 
 
Some comments: “Store’s a little bit sterile.” Correct! We’re going to have our 
muralist do some work on the inside, and member art wall will be going up over the 
café.  
 
And they’re putting a stop sign at the end of Ferguson Ave. For a while it didn’t need 
one.  
 
Q: Any discussion with Green Mountain Transit re extending the bus route down 
Flynn Ave? 
Alison: Bus funding in Chittenden County is a mileage formula. For any City that 
does regular service, the more miles, the more the city has to pay. The City can’t 
quite make it work out yet. So: route changes are slow, for a variety of reasons 
(including dealing with the Champlain Parkway). 
 
Q: Re unpaved Briggs St, what are the plans for paving it? 
John: When we designed the store, there was a concern around neighborhood cut-
throughs and traffic. City Market looked at ways to address this. In light of the fact 
that the Parkway coming in, for the time being, the City’s going to hold off on the 
paving. I’ve had conversations with Chapin Spencer. 
Alison: The City doesn’t have an appetite for paving before the Parkway comes in. 
And it turned out that dead-ending Briggs would jeopardize the Parkway’s Act 250 
permit! 
 
Q: Congratulations. And yes, people: Use the parking lot, not Briggs St! 
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(4) Community Development Block Grant Ward 5 Representative Election 

 

Summary: 

Introduced the only candidate running, architect Sam Beal, who 
has experience with grant applications and has done projects for 

organizations such as the Chittenden Emergency Food Shelf. 

 
 

 
Sam Beal 

 
Alec: Re the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG): the department of 
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and other agencies provide money 
distributed in municipalities. We have a CDBG Advisory Committee, which includes 
representatives from each Ward plus a few social-justice reps. Kathy Lindsey’s been 
our representative for the past three years. It’s basically free money ranging from 
$5,00-$50,000, for, for example, projects such as better signage, wayfinding. 
 
We had a number of interested candidates, but the only one still running is Sam 
Beal, so this is more like a selection than an election.  
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Sam: I’m a practicing architect. I’ve worked on grant applications. I’ve worked on 
projects for, e.g., the Chittenden Emergency Food Shelf. 
 
One issue will be needing to recuse myself from potential projects. But the truth is 
that in Burlington there’ll always be these kinds of conflicts.  
 
We’ll be starting process in February. 
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(5) School Board Update 

- Ward 5 Commissioner Susanmarie Harrington and South District 

Commissioner Jeff Wick 

 
Summary: 

Followed up after Superintendent Obeng’s presentation to answer 
any questions about the state of the budget. Acknowledged the 
seeming irony of a smaller, year-over-year budget leading to 
increased taxes, but reiterated that this is a result of the state’s 

own formula and that the budget was indeed created in a fiscally 
responsible manner. 

 

 
Susanmarie Harrington and Jeff Wick 

 
Susanmarie: Give us your thoughts re how you’d like to see the budgets moving. 
 
Q: Chip: Foreign language curriculum’s been pulled from middle schools. I find it 
hard to believe that if my daughter was in Shelburne, she’d only get one semester of 
Spanish. For me, that’s a huge deficiency. Is this even on the discussion at the board 
level? 
Jeff: It’s been a big issue for me. It’s not acceptable to me. It’s a priority. I’ve been 
getting myself up to speed. I believe it does rise to the level of a board-level 
discussion. 
Susanmarie: The way school systems everywhere teach language is abysmal. To 
your point: No. Labor negotiations sucked a lot of air out of time to discuss these 
matters. We should talk about these issues. 
Alec: At Champlain, we have some parents that got a Parent-Teacher Organization 
(PTO) grant for a 16-week program for 4th or 5th graders. So..there’s a demand for 
it. 
 
Q: Alec: Re the budget the board’s putting forth in a few days, have you gotten 
enough info from the community to make these decisions?  
Jeff: We had a special board meeting. The Superintendent got back to the board with 
other options. One new thing was they figured out where we could make cuts if we, 
for example, wanted to have below a  7% tax raise. The commissioners had some 
questions, so there’s two more meetings: Hunt Middle School at 6pm Monday night 
(which will include revisions of the budget) and then…Tuesday it’s pretty much over. 
Monday will be the more impactful meeting. 
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Mike Fisher: It’s not the board, it’s the state. There’s general acknowledgement that 
it’s terrible. Board doesn’t have control over it. 
Susanmarie: The Superintendent actually recently found an additional $500,000 in 
cuts in the central office. But if the budget doesn’t pass 3 times, the default budget 
will be an even HIGHER tax raise! 
 
Q: Ben: This will be the first vote post-strike. The timing of it feels rushed, and the 
message has been negative. What’s going to be the message to voters to instill them 
with confidence that this is the budget that they should be voting for? 
Jeff: This year we’re spending $85 Million. The new budget is $84.1 Million, a 
decrease…ironically, with a tax increase. That’s due to the state formula. That’s what 
makes multi-year planning so difficult. Bottom line re what we are selling. As of a 
few nights ago, we were going to be cutting teachers and interventionists. It’s not a 
pleasant circumstance. 
Susanmarie: Look at the principles behind the budget. We’ve seen the Board and the 
administration build the budget as one way of representing the district. We sell by 
saying, “This is the principled representation…which we’re doing in a financially 
responsible manner.” 
Jeff: We have financial control in place now so we spend the money wisely. 
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(6) NPA Affairs Discussion: Move meetings to City Market South End? 

 
Summary: 

Discussed pros and cons of holding future NPA meetings at City 
Market South End’s new store. Although a necessarily earlier start 

time of 6:30 might be less convenient for parents of small 
children, the broad consensus seemed to be that it would be 
worth a try, as the cost of switching back to the DPW would be 
low if it didn’t work out. 

 
 

Joanna: We’ve had problems using this space at the Department of Public Works 
(DPW). We’ve been locked out a few times, and it’s not really set up to do night and 
weekend meetings. Coincidentally, City Market has a new community room. 
Something for us to consider. 
Alison: There’s a 55” screen you can plug your laptop into. two 8’ conference tables 
with up to 52 chairs. It can accommodate 40-50 people with no problem. Nighttime’s 
not a big deal for parking. You just need to be out by 9:00. 
 
Joanna: We’d have to wrap our meetings earlier. The technical set-up’s a little bit 
different.  
 
Alex: I’m a Ward 8 resident. A couple of threads I’ve picked up tonight: Andy said 
we have a 25% voter turnout. The DPW is a fine place, and it isn’t a place that 
people can bump into the meetings. We cannot claim to be a leader in any way until 
we get the political participation off the ground. 
 
Q: Any negatives to moving to City Market? 
Joanna: Ending earlier and a different tech setup.  
Sam: An earlier time makes it harder for parents with young kids. 
Joanna: That’s one of my concerns as well. 
Magdelena Van Dusen of Brio Coffeeworks: I don’t see why it should be a problem.  
Q: We should be ruthless about our time schedule.  
Andy: Ultimately, will we get more people? The parent question is always an issue, 
but fact of having food close by could offer some options.   
John Tashiro: Right now, the 9:00pm closing is a hard close. It’s hard to predict in 
the future. 
Bill: What would it cost to keep City Market to keep open after 9? 
Susanmarie: We don’t need to stress out about it. We can just give it a try. 
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(7) Memorial Auditorium, All Wards Resolutions Discussion and Vote 

 
Summary: 

Discussed the merits of two resolutions forwarded by the All-
Wards in its September 2016 special forum re the future of 

Memorial Auditorium. There seemed to be general agreement with 
Resolution 1 that the Memorial Auditorium should serve the 
public, but there were concerns about the need to define costs 
and whether the NPA was the best means of communicating these 

wishes to the Council. The discussion was tabled until the next 
NPA on March 15. 

 
 

Ben: The All-Wards has been circulating the following resolutions: 
 
Resolution 1: 

“We move to advise the Mayor and City Council of Burlington, Vermont to maintain 
Memorial Auditorium in perpetuity as a publicly-owned, community commons.” 
 
Resolution 2: 

“We move to empower and honor an NPA-led public process to determine and 
ensure that the future uses of Memorial Auditorium reflect citizen priorities.” 

 
The All-Wards body as arisen out of the NPAs but doesn’t have a codified role the 
way ward NPAs do.  
 
Andy: What would be the impact of passing them? 
Alec: They’ll be forwarded as a formal resolution. We then would expect a response. 
It has no statutory teeth, just an advisory resolution. It speaks to what the 
assembled believe on the issue. There’s no requirement that the Council follow 
along. 
 
Joan Shannon, Councilor for South District: I agree that Memorial Auditorium should 
be maintained as a publicly-owned space if not a commons. What isn’t acknowledged 
is that, to do that, we’d need a plan that would come before the voters and which 
would need to be funded by the voters. If you want to move the vote forward, 
change it to say, “We’d like to define what the costs are and support bringing a plan 
to renovate (not maintain) it and then to have the City bring forward a plan to the 
voters for a city vote”. Even the City Council and Mayor don’t get to decide this: we 
need voter approval. 
 
Nate van Dusen of Brio Coffeeworks: Is there another ongoing process ongoing for 
input on what happens? This presumes that the NPA is the right place to do this. And 
re Resolution #1, I feel that the “in perpetuity” is strong and presumes that there 
aren’t useful public-private partnerships. But re Resolution 2, do we know about the 
process? 
Alec: There’s a public process being led by the City but smaller than PlanBTV. 
Whether the community aligns with it, I don’t know. 
Joan: The administration’s still developing the Memorial Auditorium plan. CEDO has 
skills to do this kind of process. 
Chip: We have consultants. I view these resolutions in part as frustration with the 
lack of progress with Memorial Auditorium. 
Alec: We’ve heard divergent opinions re proposals.  
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Bill Keogh: Can we amend this? How about this: 
 
Proposed Resolution: 

Ward 5 NPA strongly encourages the Mayor to include the NPAs’ input prior to any 
public vote to the disposition of Memorial Auditorium. 

 
Alec: The minutes should reflect that the room seems to agree with Resolution 1 that 
the Memorial Auditorium should serve the public. 
Ben: We can share the text and have people comment. What role can the NPA play? 
Andy: Move to table this to the March Meeting. 
Several people: Seconded! 
 

 
Motion to adjourn adopted at 9:00 PM. 
 
<END> 
 


